
Artistry

Consultations

::Permanent Makeup ::  $100
Free if you book the same day. Your fee is applied towards the service balance.

1 hr • Wondering if permanent makeup will work for you? Let's sit down together and see. Hint:
It probably will, and you'll love it!

Microblading $500

2 hr 30 min • Stop wasting time every morning filling in your brows. I’ll work with you to perfect
your brows, then tattoo them in via microblading. They'll look stunning and natural—complete
with hairstrokes!

Combination Brows $550

2 hr 30 min • Stop wasting time every morning filling in your brows. I’ll work with you to perfect
your brows, then tattoo them with a machine and microblading. They'll look stunning and
natural—complete with hairstrokes!

Powder or Shaded Brows $550

2 hr 30 min • Stop wasting time every morning filling in your brows. I’ll work with you to perfect
your brows, then tattoo them with a machine. They'll look stunning and natural—complete with
hairstrokes!

Eyebrow Microblading Nano Brows $650

Conversion Microblading Nano Brows $350

2 hr 30 min Brows represent an improved technique of microblading which creates very thin
hairs (Nanohairs drawn as shadow hairs; after healing, they look like shady hairs). These thin
hairs look very natural and realistic.

Eyeliner $500



2 hr 30 min • The eyes are the pearls for the face. Eyeliner is the easiest way to enhance your
beauty. Whether you want liner on just the top or both the top and bottom is entirely up to you.
Subtle and natural or smoldering and dramatic, you're in complete control.

Eyelash Enhancement $500
2 hr 30 min • The eyes are the pearls for the face. Eyeliner is the easiest way to enhance your
beauty. Whether you want liner on just the top or both the top and bottom is entirely up to you.
Subtle and natural or smoldering and dramatic, you're in complete control.

Lips Blush $450 Get fuller looking lips. Correct asymmetry. Enhance your lip definition.
Permanent makeup creates fuller looking lips far more subtle. A “Full Lip treatment” treatment is
a combination lip color. The use of color blushing can redefine the shape of lips and corrections
in asymmetry and shape.

Lip Liner $375
2 hr 30 min • Get fuller looking lips. Correct asymmetry. Enhance your lip definition. Permanent
makeup creates defined lips far more effectively than lip pencils or temporary make up.

Lips, Full $550
2 hr 30 min • Get fuller looking lips. Correct asymmetry. Enhance your lip definition. Permanent
makeup creates fuller looking lips far more effectively than botox or fillers. A “Full Lip” treatment
is a combination of lip liner and lip color. The use of a soft lip liner can redefine the shape of lips
and corrections in asymmetry and shape.


